Future-Fit
Workplace
#Principles #Policies #Programs
As a purposeful establishment, we are guided by this reference document, which articulates
our philosophy of a ‘Future-Fit Workplace’ as well as its Principles, Policies, and Programs.
These are in addition to various rules and regulations mandated by the Companies Act 2016
(CA2016); the Malaysian Employment Act 1955; and the applicable laws, operational processes
and procedures.
For any additional information or clariﬁcation, please contact our Director of Human Resources
& Finance at ros@impacto.my

A Future-Fit Workplace takes you beyond
conventional

wisdom,

allowing

you

the freedom to choose a purposeful
collaboration,

where

you

aspire

and

commit to learn, share, participate, and
contribute to positive change.
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About
IMPACTO

“

“

In every deliberation, we must consider
the IMPACT of our decisions on the next
seven generations
(The Great Law of the Iroquois Confederacy)

Mission

Vision

Collaborate with businesses to empower
disadvantaged & underserved communities,
rural youth & women entrepreneurs for creating
shared value and inclusive growth opportunities

Behind

Values
Collaboration

|

Commitment

|

Change

We are a focused boutique Sustainability Clinic based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, supported by a Global Advisory Board
and a credible resource network in the United Kingdom and India. We have a unique business strategy where we engage
in ﬁnancially lucrative work to adopt and sponsor projects, people, and causes that can have a beneﬁcial inﬂuence in
accordance with our Theory of Change.
In short, we are well-positioned to equip and empower businesses at different stages of sustainability adoption and
integration with tools, processes, and even narratives towards operationalising, realising, and articulating sustainability
vision, mission and values – all to serve a greater purpose.
When you partner/work with us on your sustainability agenda, you will not only be contributing to our vision of driving
proﬁts with a purpose, but also demonstrate your commitment to responsible supply chain. For any additional
information or clariﬁcation, please write to us at impacto@impacto.my
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IMPACTO
EMPLOYEE CHARTER
This 5-POINT CHARTER guides our relationships with employees
(full-time or part-time) and ensures that IMPACTO shapes/nurtures
high-potential talent in the Sustainability space.

All individuals associated with IMPACTO may submit their feedback to
our Director, Ms. Veena P, who will be assessing the grievances and/or
suggestions independently, free of bias, to submit recommendations
to the Board. Email at veena@impacto.my
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INDIVIDUALS BEFORE EMPLOYEES
Those interested to collaborate or work with IMPACTO will not be tied into a typical employee-employer
relationship that may be exploitative in nature (in different ways and in different degrees). There shall be no
contracts and clauses therein that restrict an individual’s rights to expression (in agreement or disagreement), to
make responsible choices, to learn and grow, while contributing to the mission of IMPACTO. At all times – from
acquisition to appointment, and from training to target achievements, IMPACTO will respect the differences
(in skills, backgrounds, experience, attitudes, perspectives) of individuals who are committed to IMPACTO’s
business model and mission. IMPACTO’s future-ﬁt workplace policies are designed to motivate individuals
through hybrid working arrangements, high income potential and rewarding experience.

VALUES BEFORE SKILLS
All individuals associated with IMPACTO must demonstrate the core values i.e., spirit of COLLABORATION
(as equals with a strong belief in shared value), strong COMMITMENT (to maintaining integrity of sustainability
principles – no harm, inclusivity and equity as well as to the mission of IMPACTO), and catalyse CHANGE (by driving
real impact). IMPACTO believes that with the right ‘values’ comes the right mindset and leadership, whereas skills
can be a continuous process of learning and application. Values over skills is always a priority at IMPACTO.

PRACTICES BEFORE PERFORMANCE
IMPACTO assesses all individuals based on the quality of the relationships and the opportunities created for shared
value. This essentially means that it is far more important for IMPACTO to see individuals embracing responsible
work practices that reﬂect our principles (access, inclusion, capacity, engagement). These include demonstrating
leadership that is inspiring, self-discipline and monitoring for consistent delivery, propensity to learn, contribute
and grow. On a best-effort basis, individuals will be recognised for their proven practices/principles, with active
feedback, coaching and development.

IMPACT BEFORE KPIS
IMPACTO doesn’t believe in measuring productivity with a standard set of indicators that may not be fair to
individuals with differences as they may be to the company. The focus is on achieving impact that is measurable
and meaningful to our stakeholders, including the individuals who are working with IMPACTO. This is to say that
even ‘internalisation’ of new skills or knowledge in the course of implementing a project may be considered as an
impact driver in the long-term and contributes to individuals’ performance.

I BEFORE IMPACTO
IMPACTO, in keeping with its policy of shared value, prioritises individuals over the company and its mission. The
idea is deeply rooted in the ability of human capital, who are happy, fulﬁlled, and motivated, to drive positive
impact around them and in ecosystems where they work.

The focal point for IMPACTO will always be to

understand every individual associated with it, what inspires them and what is important to them in our
relationship, before establishing their role with IMPACTO and its mission.

IMPACTO EMPLOYEE CHARTER
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IMPACTO
CLIENT CHARTER
This 5-POINT CHARTER guides our relationships with clients
(commercial as well as non-commercial) and ensures that IMPACTO
builds long-term partnerships of value information, ideas and
impact.
All clients of IMPACTO may submit their feedback to our
Director, Ms. Veena P, who will be assessing the grievances
and/or suggestions independently, free of bias, to submit
recommendations to the Board. Email at veena@impacto.my
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BEYOND POWER PLAY & POSITION
In addition to our customer acquisition policy, the decision to work with a client company will be as much
IMPACTO’s decision as it would be of a Client Company. IMPACTO’s decision will be on the basis of two main
criteria: a) Whether large or small business, there is commitment at CEO and Board-level to undertake due
diligence that is required to strategise sustainability policies and programs, b) Such potential client company
demonstrates credibility by making sure there is no deliberate attempt to be involved or involve IMPACTO in
green-washing / social-washing of any kind and feigning ignorance will be considered as an act of culpable
negligence that could have legal and non-legal implications.

PARTNERSHIP OF EQUALS
All client relationships will be evaluated based on the quality of mutual exchange of sustainability best practices,
knowledge, skills etc., where the learning and growth is a shared value proposition. This is beyond the delivery of
agreed outcomes on any project/s assigned to IMPACTO. At the point of entry, IMPACTO may choose to decline
client contracts that are ad-hoc, short-term, and limited in scope, where the points of impact or commitment to
business case for sustainability or mutual understanding of shared value are not clear.

TRUE SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP
Any and all project work will be delivered based on a best-effort basis. Considering the need to adopt Asian
Perspectives in implementing sustainability, IMPACTO may challenge global dictates and concepts on ESG
adoption, as well as widely accepted ESG integration processes. The main objective is to set an example by
‘leadership’ and by ‘doing things right’ and NOT claim leadership by accepting the most common practices in the
industry under the guise of benchmarking (without context and meaning).

INCLUSIVE & EQUITABLE ALL THE WAY
The terms of engaging IMPACTO must be inclusive, where the clauses should not be favourable to only one party
to the contract. Whether commercial or non-commercial, IMPACTO must be involved in all deliberations and
decisions that affect the implementation of the project/s assigned to IMPACTO. The contributions of IMPACTO and
Client Company will be equally acknowledged in successful execution of the project/s. Procurement processes
and post-appointment protocols (including tendering, contracting, payments, performance evaluation etc.) must
be in keeping with IMPACTO’s size, proﬁle, mission and the unique relationship with the Client Company as
opposed to applying archaic, standard, exploitative, and unfair policies.

RIGHT TO SAY ‘NO’
Both IMPACTO and Client Company will allow each other the right to say ‘NO’ to unsustainable or irresponsible
business practices, especially within the scope of the relationship, without fear of consequences, reputational
damage, ﬁnancial or non-ﬁnancial penalties and retribution of any kind. This includes, exiting contracts that are in
breach of the very income of sustainability principles (no harm, inclusivity and equity) with sufﬁcient and
fair notice.

IMPACTO CLIENT CHARTER
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PRINCIPLE 1

ACCESS
What does this mean?

Free and fair access to technical knowledge and expertise, authority,
resources, and networks to shape responsible and prosperous
businesses and communities.
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SHARED VALUE POLICY
IMPACTO maintains a Shared Value culture where knowledge and insights are readily and proactively made
available to employees, customers and communities without any commercial intent or motives. The objective is
to equip our stakeholders with enough relevant and credible information that inspires responsible behaviour and
action. Such an approach, in the long run, helps forge partnerships that deliver positive economic, environmental
and social impacts – that are meaningful to one and all. Our policies are:
• To operate with a ﬂexible mind-set that facilitates exchange of ideas and solutions .
• To develop relationships based on synergies, ability and willingness to collaborate, and a common theory of
change.
•To identify opportunities to work with communities and stakeholders on a non-commercial basis, empowering
them with skills and knowledge that is inherent to IMPACTO and its resource networks.
•To build long-term partnerships with clients / companies that are committed to responsible business practices
and have the inﬂuence and resources to promote / advocate / mandate similar values and behaviour within
their ecosystems.

ETHICS & INTEGRITY POLICY
The Ethics & Integrity Policy encompasses all aspects of the day-to-day business operations and stakeholder
relationships of IMPACTO. To gain access to services or networks or resources or projects – with or without

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION /
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING POLICY
IMPACTO management maintains a transparent course and discusses the terms of engagement, partnership,
employment, projects and project outcomes, openly with stakeholders involved, always encouraging mutually
rewarding and meaningful association, with freedom for parties involved to determine and negotiate terms and
rules of association.

PRINCIPLE 1 – ACCESS
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DATA ACCESS AND PROTECTION POLICY

If any customers or suppliers or stakeholders’ Data are held by IMPACTO at our premises or in our systems,
customers or suppliers or stakeholders of IMPACTO shall have the right, on reasonable notice:

Similarly, any proprietary data/information shared by IMPACTO, including its training material, content, logos
and trademarks, reports or tools, with its customers, suppliers and partners and other stakeholders shall be
customers and partners and other stakeholders will be as per the legal guidelines and as prescribed by the
Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (“PDPA”). IMPACTO retains the right, on written notice:
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CUSTOMER AND SUPPLIER ACCESS &
ACQUISITION POLICY

IMPACTO conducts basic due diligence when entering into commercial arrangements with both clients/
customers and suppliers to ensure the following responsible business criteria are met at all times.

IMPACTO’s customer acquisition policy explicitly restricts any kind of commercial arrangements with
clients or partners who are directly involved in the following sectors.

Mining

IMPACTO’s predetermined responsible business criteria.
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Procurement Policy

IMPACTO’s List of Top 5 Preferred Suppliers / Vendors with Green Standard and / or Eco-Friendly Products
and Services.
Service / Product
[Provider or recycled / upcycled paper and paper products. We strongly discourage you to use any products made of
plastic.]
Vendor / Website
1.Lyreco Group
www.lyreco.com.my
www.netsprintwork.com.my

4. Chai Trading Sdn Bhd
www.chaitradings.com.my
5. Ikea
www.ikea.com

Service / Product
Printer & Printing Services

Vendor / Website
1. DT Copier Sdn Bhd
www.dtcopier.com
www.netsprintwork.com.my
3. Hoffset Printing Sdn Bhd
www.hoffset@hoffset.com.my

Service / Product
Water
(Supplier/s using sustainable and responsible sourcing and packaging standards)
Vendor / Website
1. BEWATER Sdn Bhd
www.thisiswater.jp

Service / Product
Waste Collector
[Authorised collection centre by Department of Environment, International Youth Innovation Winner, European Union: Best
Environmental Impact (SME)]
Vendor / Website
1. ERTH: E-waste Recycling
hello [@] erth.app
Service / Product
Premiums & Gifts

Vendor / Website
1. Eco-friendly
www.ecofriendly.com
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INCLUSION
What does this mean?
Systemic inclusion of stakeholders, especially the disadvantaged
and underserved segments of business and society, creating equal
and equitable opportunities for growth.
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STAKEHOLDER INCLUSION POLICY

(passed in December 2020)

CSR & SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
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TALENT RECRUITMENT POLICY
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OPEN COMMUNICATION POLICY

All IMPACTO stakeholders are encouraged to

impacto@impacto.my,

NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY
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GENDER-EQUITY POLICY

SHARED WEALTH POLICY
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HEALTH, WELFARE & WELLBEING POLICY

arrangements

days
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CAPACITY
What does this mean?
Curation of bespoke content for enabling and empowering people
as well as businesses to reduce social inequalities, environmental
harm and economic injustices.
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GRASSROOTS ENCULTURATION POLICY

CAREER ENRICHMENT POLICY
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
PROGRAMS
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ENGAGEMENT
What does this mean?
Facilitation of stakeholder communications, sustainability
stewardship and shared value creation towards establishing
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT POLICY

CLOSED-LOOP POLICY

Our overarching role during engagement is to inspire our CORE VALUES – 3Cs in our stakeholder universe.
What do our VALUES mean?

Collaboration

of Change
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Commitment
Commit to shared value creation and responsible citizenship
Accept responsibility and take full accountability for tracking and managing negative impacts
Embrace the spirit of entrepreneurship
Maintain a professional image and observe high standards
Work with integrity and sincerity, and set an example
Demonstrate good work ethics and attitude

Change
Be a catalyst of change
Break the convention, yet respect the traditions
Think simple and think solutions
Build consensus for action
Be progressive
Create sustainable ecosystems

PARTNERSHIP
IMPACTO leverages on its regional and global networks to engage with subject-matter experts from developing
markets, who can provide rich insights and ideas on integration of sustainability principles in small and large
businesses. The cross-pollination of ideas through global engagement helps:
• To generate new product and project development ideas for emerging markets
• To effectively deploy green strategies (energy and waste management) and social impact tools for both
IMPACTO’s operations and of its projects / clients
• To explore opportunities for secondments / internships / understudy programmes that can help transfer of
knowledge and skills to developing Asia or the markets where we operate
(under development)
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PRINCIPLE 4 –ENGAGEMENT

Impacto Sdn. Bhd.
(1205130-V)
Level 26, Menara Maxis,
Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
50088 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
www.impacto.my
impacto@impacto.my

With effect from 1st January 2021, IMPACTO has shifted its ofﬁcial business address to a Virtual
Ofﬁce, with no physical and permanent workplace. The idea is to remain agile, productive, and
achieve some degree of work-life balance by optimising digital platforms and virtual working
arrangements. The virtual ofﬁce also reduces our carbon-footprint from operations by 80% and
IMPACTO aspires to make this a norm across its international projects.
© Impacto Sdn. Bhd. All Rights Reserved

